Artificial Intelligence: How Algorithms Improve Veteran Lives

VA Privacy in Action Speaker Series Event – Resource Guide

On behalf of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Privacy Service, thank you for attending the February 16, 2022 Privacy in Action Speakers Series event, “Artificial Intelligence: How Algorithms Improve Veteran Lives.” We hope you found the information presented to be insightful, meaningful, and thought-provoking. Following is a list of resources that can be helpful for protecting Veterans and their families, as well as consumer privacy as a whole.

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)

» Contact VA Privacy Service with Questions
» VA National Artificial Intelligence Institute (NAII)
» Veterans Health Administration (VHA) Innovation Ecosystem
» VA and Department of Defense (DoD) Clinical Practice Guidelines

Videos

» Dr Gil Alterovitz PhD, Director, NAII – VA
» Utilizing Artificial Intelligence (AI) at the VA

Articles/Publications

» VA AI Strategy
» VA doctors seek to harness AI to target care for sicker Veterans
» A Deep Dive into the Synthetic Data MDClone, and its Benefits for VA
» New VA tool uses AI to predict COVID-19 patient mortality
» Introduction to the NAII Cyberseminar
» AI aids colonoscopies at Virginia VA medical center
» VA Telestroke uses new technologies to save lives
» Piloting AI tools for radiologists to deliver the best care to Veterans
» Office of Research and Development, National AI Policies
» Office of Research and Development, Flagship AI Research and Development Pilot Projects
» Office of Research and Development, AI Tech Sprints
» Veteran Readiness and Employment (VR&E) announces national deployment of electronic Virtual Assistant (e-VA)
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

Articles/Publications
» DHA AI Strategy
» AI: Using Standards to Mitigate Risks
» Science and Technology (S&T) AI and Machine Learning Strategic Plan

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Videos
» Exploring AI Trustworthiness: Workshop Series Kickoff Webinar
» NIST Initiatives on AI Standards, Principles, and Critical AI Issues

Articles/Publications
» AI Risk Management Framework Concept Paper
» Trust and AI
» Four Principles of Explainable AI
» AI Risk and Governance

General Services Administration (GSA)

Articles/Publications
» How We Measure AI Readiness
» Moving Beyond Modernization: Adapt to Better Serve the Public
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